
Research
Develop research skills and trigger critical thinking skills
Understand how to access information and resources to aid their writing abilities

Weekly readings
Read a particular style of writing provided by the adviser
Gain insight into current writing style that student's are exploring

Brainstorming ideas , Categorising research, and Plan writing structure
Reports

Write a reports directed by guiding questions and required reading
Content and structure is up to student’s creative progression

Mimicked writing
Choose a writing style and mimic it (formatting, writing style, visualisation, etc.)

Deliverables
Students will display monthly writing samples and presentations – including writing a
fiction/nonfiction story
Develop their personal portfolio

Structure

Throughout the course we will work on developing the student’s writing style
in various writing forms such as poetry writing, short story writing,  essay
writing, analytical writing, etc. This course will not only develop the student’s
writing base, but will show the student and teach them how to research,
brainstorm, plan, and execute. These are 4 of the most important steps in any
writing form, which will aid the student in their writing development across
the board. Furthermore, throughout the course, we will submit the student’s
work to national and international competitions to challenge their abilities
and gain a sense of “real world” competition. Throughout the course, students
will develop a portfolio which will include all student work and presentation
outcomes.

Overview

Develop creative writing skill set and brainstorming methods

Identify strengths and weaknesses within writing forms (blogs, essays, short stories, poetry)

Learn to critically evaluate external writing samples

Develop different writing styles (informative, argumentative, analytical)

Objectives

Personal Growth & Writing
Development

Contact: ascend.now@ascendnow.info, + 65 8139 2314 (WhatsApp) or +65 8249 5704 (Whatsapp)

16 hour
PROGRAM

Hour 0-1
Introduction
& Reflection

Hour 1-4
Develop

Research Skills

Hour 4-12
Essay/Report

Writing Technique

Hour 12-16
Create Final

Piece


